
Praise from the Author's Workshop Participants 
 
“Dr. Single’s book should be must reading for graduate students and researchers seeking 
to efficiently and strategically read and synthesize scholarly articles. Peg’s methods 
helped me tremendously as I completed my Ph.D. in Natural Resource Planning. Her 
strategic technique helped me make the best use of my time. I continue today to use the 
writer’s notes and methods I developed under Peg's guidance. This book will be 
invaluable to anyone pursuing a graduate degree. I highly recommend it.” 

—Richard Watts, Ph.D. in Natural Resource Planning 
from the University of Vermont 

 
“Dr. Single's book is not only useful for those working towards completion of the 
dissertation, but also individuals taking on any long-term writing project. I have used 
elements of this book to complete my own dissertation and continue to draw upon its 
wisdom currently as a tenure track faculty member.” 

—Dannielle Joy Davis, Ph.D. in Educational Policy Studies 
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

 
“Dr. Single's techniques provide the foundation that will allow you complete your 
research and writing. Daily writing, even for short periods of time, is the key to success.”   

—Karen F. Madden, Ph.D. in American History 
from Michigan State University 

 
“The ‘Single System’ provided me with the courage to write by giving me the skills and 
techniques that made the dissertation much more manageable. The interactive notes, 
notes on notes, and interactive reading exercises moved me from a point of fear and 
writer’s block towards a pattern of writing fluency. Having learned these useful 
techniques as a doctoral student, I now teach them to my own students who appreciate 
knowing the social and cultural forces that influence their ability to write and techniques 
that assist them in overcoming these obstacles. Dr. Single’s System substantively 
contributed to my ability to narrow my focus, begin the writing process, and, most 
importantly,  to craft a dissertation of which I could be proud.” 

—Alvin Sturdivant, Ed.D. in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
from the University of Vermont 

 
“I highly recommend Dr. Single’s book. She presents a writing system that helps you 
progress from unformed idea to finished product in a manner that suits your style and 
brings out the best in your scholarship and your writing.” 

—Anne Chan, Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology 
from Stanford University 

 
“Demystifying Dissertation Writing provides clear and comprehensive direction for 
graduate students in any discipline. Dr. Single’s practical, step-by-step guidelines not 
only helped me finish my dissertation in sociology but her specific techniques 
transformed my approach to writing. Her system truly demystifies the process and 
makes the dissertation writing experience manageable and even enjoyable. I highly 



recommend this book—it is packed with helpful tips and effective strategies designed to 
help doctoral students succeed.” 

—Kimberly Huisman, Ph.D. in Sociology 
from the University of Southern California 

 
“Writing a dissertation it is one of the most difficult and painful task of one’s academic 
career. Fortunately for us, Dr. Single has mastered and found a way to synthesis this 
process into step-by-step guidebook that, as its title suggests, demystifies dissertation 
writing. I found it to be an invaluable tool during my dissertation journey, and it is a 
must have for any doctoral student wishing to not just survive, but to thrive during this 
process.” 

—Stacey A. Miller, Ed.D. in Educational Leadership and Policy Studies 
from the University of Vermont 

 


